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Two comments from residents received by email 15th January 2013: 

 

Bradley Farm – Riding for Disabled facility – Trustees of Willey Estate 

■develop farm buildings 

■build 40m x 80m indoor riding arena, 

■extended activity centre into the Acklands and Bradley coppice for wheelchair bound children 

 This proposal is totally misconceived on several fronts, whilst conversion of the existing buildings for 

residential or commercial use has merit, the idea of encouraging activities involving vulnerable 

people next to (in fact around three sides of) one of the most dangerous sites in Shropshire is foolish 

in the extreme. The storage site in Farley contains large quantities of highly dangerous chemicals and 

extremely toxic waste materials. The Environment Agency has a file of incidents (mercifully only one 

fatality) dating back thirty years and there is still an air pollution problem affecting the area around 

Bradley Farm that the Health and Safety Executive and Shropshire Council are unable or unwilling to 

solve. 

The access onto the A4169 is highly dangerous for cars and certainly not suitable for increased 

volumes of traffic which would include disability vehicles and horse boxes or trailers etc. 

This end of the Wenlock Edge appears relatively unspoilt, thankfully the chemical plant is sunk into 

the old quarry and the existing offices, stables and ménage are built on the flood plain and shielded 

by trees in summer. To dump an 80 x 40 metre industrial building in an elevated position visible from 

miles away would ruin the area. Add to this the inevitable loose-boxes, feed storage sheds and no-

doubt the usual scattering of steel shipping containers for secure storage of the zip line 

paraphernalia, none of which would require planning permission, and the area will resemble any 

other agro-industrial site totally destroying the character of the Edge. More than twenty springs rise 

in the clay soil meadows around Bradley which means that the area is an upland bog even in the 

driest summer, anyone who keeps horses will affirm the desolate state that this popular walking 

area will be reduced to. 

The woodlands are home to many creatures, from slow worms and dormice, bats and owls, to stoats 

and deer and generations of Farley children have called the top of Bradley Coppice – ‘Viper Ridge’, in 

the spring there are noted bluebell and orchid glades. Presumably, under the cloak of Ridding for the 

Disabled, once planning is approved we can look forward to the usual Stag, Hen and Team-building 

parties using quad bikes, paintballing and clay shooting, etc.  

Farley is a wildlife bridge between Benthal Edge and the bulk of Wenlock Edge but the continual 

unsuitable development is breaking this link. The A4169 is still arguably the most scenic approach to 

MW but this is fast being destroyed. Approaching MW the right hand side of the road is a beautiful 

area of scenic interest where my neighbour recently had to spend 18 months and £200 obtaining 

planning consent for a garden path! Meanwhile the left hand side is a string of inappropriate existing 

or planned commercial developments including a proposed brewery/chalet site, chemical plant, 

office and stable complex, proposed caravan park, sewerage works and now this. 
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The fact that this proposal is flagged as a Riding for the Disabled project obviously causes one to 

pause before voicing objections but this is a very costly development and there are no doubt other 

more cost effective, convenient or existing sites nearby in less sensitive areas. We are creating an 

ugly umbilical cord between MW and the sprawl of Telford with piecemeal and thoughtless 

developments; please do not promote this proposal.       

15 January 2013 

I’ve just read Barry Rudge’s email regarding the Bradley Farm/Acklands Coppice development. His 

portrayal of the concern about these proposals is spot on and I wholeheartedly support it. 

 Do not allow these havens of tranquillity to be sacrificed on the altar of misguided grant funding. 

 

15 January 2013 

 

 


